
ABORIGINAL CULTURE  

by Peter John Kadak  



Aboriginal Food

The Aboriginals had quite a few options for food. Aboriginals had 
kangaroo meat, possum meat even moths! They sometimes find 
berries on bushes. One of there opinions were nuts. One of the 
most common ones were fish.  Aboriginals are very healthy, eating 
crops plants and food on bushes as well as stuff on trees. 
Aboriginals could eat turtles. The women collected the crops, plants 
and the healthy “green stuff”. The Aboriginals barley had any food 
to eat. The aboriginals had different 
food depending on were the live, in dry 
places the found mostly meat 
and in forests the mostly ate 
plants. Aboriginals 
washed, then grinned, then 
stained, then grated, then 
finally cooked or boiled, and that’s how you make 



plant food. Another choice for Aboriginals was spiders and snakes.


Aboriginal Music

Aboriginals are most known for there didgeridoos in music. They 
also used sticks, another way they could use sticks by tapping 
them on holo wood. As you know every one can sing (except 



baby’s and toddlers) so of course they did that. Aboriginals also use 
there hands to clap and tap on holo wood. Did you know the 
didgeridoo is the oldest instrument. Aboriginals could also tap on 
rocks with sticks. 


Aboriginal Shelter.

Aboriginals have plenty of area for them to live around them. They 
could live in caves and could use palm leaves as well. They can 
make mini huts out of wood and palm leaves or 
any other big leaves. They ripped off bark then 
dusting the ants off. Aboriginals found rocks to 
build mini structures. Aboriginals also used paper 



bark, another way they could use 
paper bark, is to make beds. 
Aboriginals could use bent stick,  
normal sticks and branches. Most 
aboriginals huts and houses has a fire 
place to keep them warm. 


Aboriginal Transport

Aboriginals could travel in plenty of ways, 
Aboriginals are nomadic people. First of all 
they can walk. Aboriginals also swam, they 
could also make boats, canoes and rafts 
especially at big body water and coasts. Aboriginals could ride 
donkeys and camels. They could also ride mules. If the aboriginals 



lived in jungles they could swing on vines. Wood was used to build 
for them to move. 


Aboriginal Clothes

Aboriginals wore multiple clothes made by many stuff and skin. 
Aboriginals didn’t really wear clothes.The skins that Aboriginals 
came from kangaroos, possum and any other animal the could find. 
Another way they can use possum skin is to make cloaks for the 
cold. The worst type of clothes was bark. Aboriginals could use 
vines and leaves. If Aboriginals could find enough feathers they 
could use them. Aboriginals painted themselves or each other. 
Aboriginals even sometimes used grass!!!! Men used a item called a 



riji. To decorate themselves they made rings headbands and 
necklaces out of flowers and shells. 






Aboriginal Art 

Aboriginals had lots of different ways to paint/draw. Of corse they 
use there fingers to finger paint. The colour brown was made by 
dirt. The colour yellow by sand and the colour purple by squashed 
berries. They could also use the colour red with red sand. 

Aboriginals also used kangaroo oil.The carved 
wood and they used charcoal. The aboriginals 
painted there didgeridoos.  Aboriginals drew or 



painted these to tell stories. Aboriginals painted there bodies.


I hope you’ve had a good time reading 
about Aboriginals today. 

THE END 
Words written by Peter. 

Pictures found in Kiddle






